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Abandoned Railroad Right-of-Way

Over and across Grant 10612 to Masayoshi Nakamura

Lot 613-B

Waiakea Homesteads, First Series

Waiakea, South Hilo, Hawaii

Being a portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Waiakea

Being also the railroad right-of-way reserved and excluded from Grant 10612 to Masayoshi Nakamura

Being a strip of land 20 feet wide, extending 10 feet on each side of the following-described centerline:

Beginning at the northwest end of this centerline and the west boundary of Grant 10612 to Masayoshi Nakamura (Lot 613-B, Waiakea Homesteads, First Series), the true azimuth and distance to the northwest corner of said Grant 10612 to Masayoshi Nakamura being 175° 40' 234.00 feet and the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "HALAI" being 10244.27 feet South and 6131.50 feet East, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map 2600 and running by azimuths measured clockwise from True South:

1. 298° 34' 250.00 feet;
2. 302° 03' 365.31 feet to the east boundary of said Grant 10612 to Masayoshi Nakamura (Lot 613-B, Waiakea Homesteads, First Series), and containing an Area of 0.28 Acre.
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